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Introduction

The importance of genome redundancy has been strongly emphasized in the field of
genome dynamics and evolution as well as in medical biology. A repeat is a sequence present
twice or more with a high degree of similarity within a larger sequence (e.g. a chromosome)
or set of sequences (e.g. a genome with several chromosomes). Each instance of the repeated
sub-sequence is called a ’copy’ of the repeat. We use the term ”duplication” to denote any
active mechanistic event that creates a repeat. Even though spurious duplication events
(or recombination events between repeats) can cause severe disorders [26, 24], repeated
elements remain nonetheless a very important driving force of genome evolution [28]. In that
respect, the dynamics and the evolution of these redundant sequences have been studied
in bacterial genomes [31, 32, 5] as well as in eukaryote genomes [3, 4, 38]. Duplication
events can sometimes copy entire coding regions, giving birth to what is often referred as
duplicate genes. Those duplicate genes are the raw material leading to the emergence of
novel functions and have been extensively studied (for a historical review see [37]).
Although the repeats we are interested in encompass a lot of known biological repeated
elements (i.e. transposable elements, duplicated genes, DNA-satellites, segmental duplication, etc.) our main concern is not to identify specific families of repeats, but to extract
repeats on the sole basis of their sequence similarity and without any prior consideration
of their biological function. Unlike RepeatMasker [34], we do not search for already well
characterized repeated elements. Furthermore, our primary goal is not to construct families of repeats. This is the objective of dedicated software such as RepeatScout [30] or of
clustering algorithms [9, 29], which reconstruct families from pairs of repeats. Of course,
our program can be used to feed these clustering algorithms.
While there are some widely accepted methods to detect duplicate genes in a genome
(for instance based on BLAST or FASTA programs), there is no firmly established technique concerning the detection of repeats in large DNA sequences. The detection of repeats
is not a trivial problem and there is no satisfactory methodology available apart from recursive local alignment (using dynamic programming) of sequences with themselves [41].
Such algorithms, however, are quadratic in computation time and in memory usage and
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cannot be used for large sequences. One way to circumvent this problem is to restrict to
the Hamming distance [20, 30]. This method is very efficient but it is unable to handle
insertions/deletions (indels) or scoring matrices. Another workaround consists in clustering
stretches of physically close exact repeats within a single approximate repeat[31, 40]. This
is however not fully satisfactory since this approach will miss the region of the repeat that
lies outside of the first and last exact repeats in the cluster. Our approach, like most current methods to detect similarity in large sequences [8, 39, 23], works around the problem
through a two-step strategy. First, strict repeats (repeats with neither indels nor substitutions) are detected using efficient algorithms. Second, these strict repeats are extended
into larger approximate repeats (including indels or substitutions). For the sake of clarity,
in the rest of the paper, we will use the term ”seed” to refer to a strict repeat and simply
”repeat” to refer to an approximate repeat (which includes strict repeats as well).
Several approaches have been proposed to detect seeds in DNA sequences. One of the
early ones is based on Karp, Miller and Rosenberg’s algorithm (KMR) where seeds are
computed by using a doubling-size technique [17, 22, 36] leading to a O(N.logL) time and
O(N ) space complexity (where N is the length of the sequence and L the length of the
largest seed found). Another popular approach, implemented in the program reputer [21],
uses of a suffix tree data structure leading to an O(N ) time and space complexity. Another
data structure called suffix-array has been proposed more recently [25]. It shares a lot of
properties with the suffix tree but is easier to construct [1]. The first construction algorithm
that has been proposed [25] is actually a variant of KMR and exhibits similar same space
and time complexity. More recent implementations achieve a O(N ) direct construction
time [14, 18, 19] and suffix arrays now appear as a very competitive alternative to suffix
trees for biological applications. Although the theoretical behavior of suffix trees is better,
in practice, KMR (and early implementations of suffix arrays) still has some advantages
when working on very large datasets (it uses less memory and displays a ’cache oblivious’
behavior that makes it practically very efficient on modern processors). Moreover, as shown
by Soldano and colleagues [36], KMR can be easily extended to take into account a nontransitive relationship between the symbols therefore allowing to search directly for some
kind of approximate repeats.
Seeds are easy to compute but unfortunately not directly suitable for most biological
questions. One interesting exception concerns the potential of recombination in genomes
[2], which depends on the length of seeds [33]. Shortly after duplication, repeats are strictly
identical, thus identifiable as seeds. However, as sequences diverge by mutation, repeats
accumulate differences, and the seeds within the copies become smaller and multiple, separated by the growing number of mismatches and deletions. One is usually interested in
considering these stretches of perfect and imperfect matches as a unique repeat characterized by a given percentage of identity. Such repeats are the biological objects arising from
ancient duplication events.
Dynamic programming is the only available method to transform seeds into larger repeats with indels and mismatches. However, because of the quadratic computational cost
of this approach one should resort to a heuristic in order to align the regions flanking the
repeats and to handle potentially long sequences. We propose a heuristic similar to the
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one used in BLAST2 [8, 43] that appears very efficient in terms of memory and computation time. This approach allows us to keep the dynamic programming framework and, in
particular, to use adapted scoring matrices correcting for sequence composition biases.
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Methods
DNA
Sequence(s)
choose L arbitrarily
or
set L = Lmin using Pseeds

find/import seeds
with length >= L

Seeds
extend seeds
into repeats

set S = 0 (ignore filter)
or
set S = Smin using Prepeats

remove repeats
with score < S

Repeats

Fig. 1 – Schematic workflow of repseek. This figure represents the basic steps that are
performed as repseek runs. Seeds longer than a minimum length (L) are detected and then
extended into repeats using a dynamic programming framework. Statistical significance of repeats
can be performed either at the seed level (more stringent but faster) or at the repeat level (less
stringent but slower). Therefore a users can either used the Karlin-Ost statistics that gives a
minimum seed length for a given probability (Lmin derived from Pseeds ) and the Karlin-Altschul
statistics that gives a minimum repeat score for a given probability (Smin derived from Prepeats ).
When the latter option is chosen, user should set the minimum seeds length well below the one
given by the Karlin-Ost statistics (default is 2/3 of Lmin ).

Basically, repseek works on a two step strategy : first, it detects seeds and, then it
extends them into repeats. The statistical evaluation of the repeats can be undertaken
either on seed length using Karlin and Ost statistics [16] (Pseeds in figure 1) or on repeats
score using Karlin and Altschul statistics [15] (Prepeats in figure 1). Using the ”statistics
on repeat” is interesting only when the minimum length given for seed detection is much
smaller than the one given by the ”statistics on seed” ; in this case, repseek detects by
default seeds with a minimum length of L ≥ 2/3 × Lmin . As it will be illustrated below,
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detecting only significant seeds is faster but more stringent (only recent repeats are detected), while detecting significant repeats is slower though less stringent (older repeats can
be retrieved). One should note that both statistics can be used for the detection of repeats
within a single sequence or between two sequences.
First, we recall the statistical framework aimed at defining a minimal length for significant seeds or a minimum score for repeats, we then describe the method used to identify
seeds and, finally, we describe the derivation of the dynamic programming approach to
extend the seeds into repeats, focusing on the construction of substitution matrices to take
into account nucleotide composition.

Statistical threshold for seeds length and repeats score
One of the major concerns of a repeat-detection strategy is designing a statistical threshold beyond which one can assume that a repeat is not the result of a simple random
arrangement of nucleotides. Here, we propose two alternative solutions that associate a
given probability to either a seed length (Lmin ) or a repeat score (Smin ). We would like
to emphasize that the former is with no doubt more stringent than the latter one. Hence
the seeds statistics will select only very similar repeats, whereas the repeats statistics will
allow for more degenerate repeats.
Statistics of seed length
For seeds, an analytical solution was described by Karlin and Ost [16] and used in
previous works [31, 4]. It is usually expressed as the probability P (Llongest−seed ≥ L) that the
longest seed observed in a random genome of same size and nucleotide composition is longer
than L. Reciprocally, by imposing a statistical threshold (e.g. P = 0.001), one can calculate
the smallest length Lmin above which no such seed is expected to occur by chance in a
random genome. An equivalent statistics is available for the analysis of seeds between two
genomes. Note that Lmin increases with the length of the sequence and with the deviation
of the nucleotide composition from 50% G+C. This is because larger genomes will have
larger seeds by chance, and because genomes with very unbalanced nucleotide composition
have larger seeeds rich in the most abundant nucleotides. In Bacteria, Lmin ranges from
21 to 27 nucleotides [31] and from 21 to 28 in eukaryote chromosomes [4]. Since Lmin is
usually not an integer, we use the closest integer to this value as the minimal significant
length for seeds. Once Lmin is evaluated, the repeat detection step can be undertaken. All
pairs of seeds of length equal or longer than Lmin are detected in the sequence. In this
approach, we assume that, at this stringency, all seeds are significant and thus need to be
further extended into repeats. It is important to note that since the filtering is done at the
seed level (i.e. before repeats are computed) one takes the risk of missing some significant
repeats composed of very short (and therefore non significant) seeds that are part of a large
(hence possibly significant) repeat.
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Fig. 2 – Computation of Smin using both simulation and analytical methods. This figure
shows how the minimum score (Smin ) used as threshold beyond which a repeat is statistically
significant varies as a function of both sequence length (N ) and sequence composition (dGC =
|GC%−50|). Smin was computed from both simulated random sequences (open squares) and from
analytical derivation (lines). Simulation results are issued from 10,000 random sequences. This
figure also illustrates how accurate is the instantaneous analytical approximation as compared to
the time-consuming randomization method.

Statistics of repeat score
To compute a probability for a repeat score, we used the method proposed by Waterman
and Vingron [42]. This method estimate the probability P (Sbest−repeat ≥ S) that the score
of the best local alignment observed between two random sequences of size n and m is larger
than a given score S. This probability can be well approximated (when the expected score
tS
of the scoring matrix is negative and when gap penalties are large enough) by P = e−γmne
[15], where m and n are the size of both sequences and where the product mn represents
the pertinent number of cells in the score matrix of size [m n]. In the context of sub-optimal
local alignment within a single sequence of size N , only the upper half of the [N N ] matrix
should be considered and this product becomes N ×(N −1)/2. Waterman and Vingron [42]
showed that if the probability is expressed as a log(−log(P )) = log(γmn) + log(p) × S, the
parameters log(γ) and log(p) can be easily estimated by linear regression. The regression
is performed between the scores of the local alignment between random sequences (of same
size and composition) and their frequency distribution. We estimated those two parameters
for a range of sequence lengths (1kb, 10kb, 100kb and 1Mb) and compositions (dGC =
|GC% − 50| ranging from 0 to 35 by step of 5%), by randomizing 10,000 random sequences
for each combination of length and composition and by detecting the best repeat inside
each random sequence. We then used a least-square regression to estimate log(p) and log(γ)
for a given combination of log(N ) and dGC . Using a downward step method with a second
degree polynomial of both dGC and log(N ), we were able to do compute robust regressions
(R2 = 0.986; P  10−4 for log(γ) and R2 = 0.901, P  10−4 for log(p)) . Equations are
the following :
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log(γ) = −0.0029688 × d2GC + 0.0727745 × dGC − 0.0309583 × log(N )2
(1)
−3
−3
−4
2
log(p) = 1.789.10 × dGC − 2.409.10 × dGC − 6.838.10 × log(N ) − 1.060 (2)
Using these equations, we can compute analytically both log(p) and log(γ) for any
sequence solely based on its dGC and log(N ). Hence, we are able to associate almost
instantaneously a chosen probability with a minimum score Smin above which no repeats
are expected to be found in random sequences. A comparison of the Smin computed from
either simulated random sequences or from above analytical calculations reveals that both
methods give very similar results (Figure 2).

Detection of seeds and extension to repeats
Looking for all possible seeds in a sequence is not of interest since many of them will
overlap (by definition, all the subwords of a given seed are themselves seeds). One should
therefore focus only to ’maximal seeds’ [13] ; a maximal seeds is simply a seed which copies
cannot be extended to the right or to the left (for instance in ”abcdabc”, ”abc” is a maximal
seed but ”ab” or ”bc” are not). As mentioned before, Suffix trees and Suffix arrays are
available for computing these maximal repeats [1, 21]. Some authors also proposed an
alternate data structure called the ’factor oracle’ [7]. However the algorithm based on this
structure [23] to search for seeds is a heuristic (by contrast to suffix trees, arrays or KMR
which are exact algorithms). As we shall illustrate later, this heuristic appears to miss
a lot of valid seeds and is therefore not applicable to our purposes. Repseek can accept
as input a list of such seeds produced by any of these programs. However, for simplicty,
it also provides an exact builtin seeds detection algorithm, based on the KMR algorithm
[17, 22, 36] that proves to be very efficient in practice (Table 1).
Given a sequence, KMR solves the two following problems : (1) find all seeds of a
given length L and (2) find all seeds of largest length Lmax (where Lmax is unknown).
The KMR approach relies on the observation that a seed of length L can be decomposed
in two consecutive seeds of length L/2. Therefore the KMR ’doubling technique’ can be
summarized as follows : first compute seeds of length 1 (i.e. nucleotides), then merge them
to compute seeds of length 2, then merge them to get seeds of length 4 and so on up to L
(problem 1) or up to the point where there is no more seeds (problem 2). If L or Lmax is not
a power of 2 there is an additional step to reach the proper length. Each merging operation
takes O(N ) operations and problem 1 is therefore solved in time O(N.logL) (and O(N )
space). In practice since L is small (see section ’statistical thresholds for seeds length’) this
approach is very efficient. The only problem is that we do not want only the seeds of a
given length L but all the seeds of length greater than Lmin (i.e. in the range [Lmin , Lmax ]
with Lmax, the length of the unknown longest seed). This can be done by using several
techniques (including KMR itself). In practice, since the number nmin of exact repeats of
length Lmin is expected to be small (indeed, for random genomes nmin tends to 0), a simple
enumeration and merging of pairs (running in O(nmin2 )) is sufficient to this purpose.
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In these conditions one can use the doubling technique up to Lmin and then to increase
the length one by one up to Lmax (note that the maximality condition of each seed can be
efficiently tested each time the length is incremented). With this technique, the final time
complexity is therefore O(N × log(Lmin )) + O(n × (Lmax − Lmin )) where n is the number of
seeds found at the end of the doubling stage i.e. the number of seeds of length Lmin. In the
worst case, this complexity may become quadratic, but it is important to remember that
Lmin has been determined in such a way that n remains small (for random genomes n tends
to 0) and the practical running times are very competitive compared to other techniques as
it will be shown later. One of the main advantage of KMR is that it can be implemented in
a very memory efficient way. Our current implementation requires 8N bytes (i.e. 2 integer
arrays) whereas the best implementations of suffix trees usually require at least 12N [12].
The advantage over KMR is that, once constructed, it can provide immediately the seeds
of all sizes. The final time complexity is therefore O(N × log(Lmax )) + O(n) (if one assumes
than the result size is O(n)).
We have made a further improvement over the usual KMR that has been implemented
in repseek : instead of initializing the doubling technique with words of length 1, one can
start with any word length providing that the seeds can be easily computed for this starting
length. In our implementation, we first use a hashing step followed by a lexicographic bucket
sort [6] that allows us to start KMR with seeds up to size log4 (N ) in time O(N ). In practice,
this speeds up the running time by a factor two or more. Finally, as we mention before,
we are interested in listing all pairs of copies before proceeding to their extension. This is
obviously done in O(n2 ) operations ?for each family, we have to list all pairs ?. Again, since
n remains small, this step is not time limiting.
Extension of seeds by dynamic programming
In this second step, all pairs of copies are extended on both sides, accepting substitutions
or indels, by using a dynamic programming approach [27, 35]. The edit matrix is filled as
in the classical local alignment procedure, but the optimal path is anchored at the seeds
extremities and ends up at a maximum of the matrix. To reduce the time and memory
complexity computation requirements, we use a heuristic similar to the one introduced in
BLAST2 [8, 43]. In this heuristic only the scores close enough to the current best score are
evaluated. We stop evaluating scores, when these drop below the current best score minus
a chosen value Xg (default is 30). This parameter allows to tune the efficiency/accuracy
tradeoff. On one hand, large values of Xg increase the time and memory requirements back
to the original full dynamic programming algorithm. On the other hand, small values of
Xg decrease the accuracy of the alignment.
Seeds are extended at both ends and the final score of the repeat is the sum of the scores
of both alignments and the seed. At this stage, we also compute the similarity between the
two copies as the number of matches divided by the total length of repeat. It is important
to note that a repeat may be based on more that one seed. In this case, the extension of
the seeds will lead to the same final repeat. Hence, after the extension of a seed we have
to discard the remaining seeds belonging to the path of the current alignment.
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b) Local alignment

c) BLAST2-like alignment

sequence 2

sequence 1

sequence 1

sequence 2

sequence 2

sequence 1

a) Global alignment

Fig. 3 – Schematic representation of three types of alignment by dynamic programming. Each cell correspond to the score of a sub-alignment that has to be evaluated. The figure
shows the scores that have been computed at the end of the algorithm : grey cells corresponds to
score actually computed whereas white cells corresponds to score that have not been computed.
The black thick path represents the best alignment found by the algorithm. In global alignment
(a), all scores are evaluated and the path of interest is going from the upper-left to the lower-right
cells. In local alignment (b), all scores are evaluated but the location of the best path is unknown
before the entire matrix has been filled. In the BLAST2-like heuristic used in repseek, only a small
fraction of the scores are actually evaluated. The resulting path always starts from the upper-left
cell.

Finally, if two or more repeats are located at the same positions, only the one with the
highest score is kept. By default, we chose to consider two repeats to be the same if 0.9
(90%) of the lengths of each of their copies are located at the same chromosomal position.
If this value is set to 1, only repeats having exactly the same positions are filtered whereas
if this value is set to 0, an overlap of 1bp on both copies is enough.
A matrix to correct for nucleotide composition bias
As mentioned in previous studies [5, 2], the use of a simple identity substitution matrix
creates biases for sequences where the relative frequency of each nucleotide is not 1/4. In
highly biased sequences, this results in longer alignments, composed of the most abundant
nucleotides. Therefore, it appears important to design specific substitution matrices which
correct for the nucleotide composition bias. To this purpose, we took several genomes with
very different G+C contents and generated for each of them 10 random chromosomes of
the same length and nucleotide composition. We then compared the effect of two different
substitution matrices upon the mean length of approximate repetitions (Figure 4).
The identity matrix (label ”identity” in Figure 4) applies no correction ; it gives a score
of +1 for matches and -1 for mismatches and a score of +1/4 for a match between N and
any other nucleotide :
– Subst(i, j) = σ(i, j), where σ(i, j) = +1 if i = j or σ(i, j) = −1 if i 6= j
– Subst(N, i) = 1/4
The other matrix (labeled ”log” in Figure 4) take into account the frequency of each
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Fig. 4 – Bias in repeats length due to the sequence composition. The mean (continuous
lines) and the standard error (dashed lines) of repeats length is given as a function of sequence
composition. For each composition (dGC = |GC% − 50| in x-axis), we constructed 10 random
sequences of 1 Mb and computed their repeats using the strategy repseek with an Lmin of 15.
The alignments (to extent seed into repeats) were done either using an identity matrix (black
lines) or a matrix based on the log of the frequency of nucleotides (grey lines).

nucleotide :
– Subst(i, j) = 1/2 × σ(i, j) × log4 (pi × pj ), where σ(i, j) = −1 if i = j and σ = +1 if
i 6= j.
– Subst(N, i) = pi × Subst(i, i) = pi × log4 (pi )
The gap opening and extension weights default to :
– GapOpen = -4
– GapExt = -1
In order to test the power of correction of the log matrix, we devised artificial random
chromosomes of size 1 Mb with different bias in GC content (dGC = |GC% − 50| ranging
from 0 to 30). Results (Figure 4) show that for any bias, the log matrix has less variance
than the identity matrix. This effect becomes very strong for large biases in GC content
(dGC > 15). We then retained the log matrix in the current implementation of repseek.
We would like to emphasize that we pre-computed the repeats probabilities in random
sequences using this scoring system. Hence, all statistics associated with repeats should
not be trusted whilst using a different scoring system than the log matrix and the default
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gap opening and extension penalties. On the contrary, statistics on seeds do not depend
upon the scoring system and can be used whatever the chosen scoring system is.

3

Repseek output options

The ”type” of the repeat
Each repeat is characterized by the relative orientation of the two copies, i.e. direct or
inverted, and the distance between the two copies (often referred to as the spacer length).
Direct repeats can be overlapping (spacer length < 0), tandem (spacer length = 0), close
(spacer length < 1 kb) or distant (spacer length > 1 kb). Inverted repeats can be palindromic, close or distant. Distance between repeats in only meaningful for repeats in the same
chromosome. For repeats in different chromosomes, the difference between the distances
to the closest extremity of the chromosome has been shown to be of some importance [10]
and we output this value.

Repeat families and R-values
An important characteristic of a repeat is the size of the potential family it belongs to.
For example, it may be important to know if a repeat belongs to a very large family (e.g.
Alu retro-elements in the human genome) or is just a unique pair. We compute the degree
of redundancy of repeats, which we will call the R-value, at each position in the sequence.
The R-value is defined as the number of times a position appears in the repeats dataset.
The R-table is simply the sequence of R-values for all positions and can be printed as an
option. This table is computed as it is done in PILER [11]. The mean-R (or mode-R) is
simply the average (mode) R-value for each sequence position involved in a repeat. Repseek
offers the possibility to keep only repeats within a given range of R-values.

Removing low complexity overlapping seeds
Low-complexity regions often give rise to many highly similar repeats. Those repeats
are all overlapping but may be different in size or in position. If the user is not interested
in those repeats, there is no need to keep them for further alignment. Repseek thus offer
an option to filter out such overlapping seeds. This option removes all but the longest seed
in each overlapping group.

Masking regions
We propose two options to mask parts of the sequence. One consists in replacing parts
of the sequence (indicated in a table) by X’s. Those masked regions will not be further
considered neither for seeds detection nor for repeats extension. Another option masks
some regions for seed detection, but not for repeats extension. This latter option can be
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used for example to mask some overabundant transposable elements in ”higher” eukaryote
genomes if users want to exclude them from the analysis but want to keep a repeat that
would encompass them.

4

Performance

In the following, we first report the time and memory consumptions of the program repseek. We then explore the pertinence of similarity searching in DNA sequences. Finally, we
evaluate the practical performances of the approach on biologically relevant sequences and
further discuss the program’s behavior to help the user at choosing the proper parameters.
Chromosome
name1
size Lmin
(Mb)
(bp)
Myge
0.58
23
Esco
4.6
24
Melo
7.0
26
Cael 3
13.8
27
Cael 5
20.9
28

FORRepeats
mem
cpu
n
(Mby)
(d+i)
<10
0.5s
362
≈ 80
5s
2,160
≈ 120
7s
1,143
≈ 230
15s
22,302
≈ 350
24s
32,978

reputer
mem
cpu
(Mby)
15
2s
122
19s
185
31s
363 1m08s
552 1m48s

Vmatch
mem
cpu
(Mby)
5
1s
39
11s
56
17s
114
41s
170 1m22s

mem
(Mby)
10
80
121
237
359

repseek
cpu
1.3s
12s
22s
1m03s
1m31s

n
(d+i)
841
8,779
3,449
496,282
500,716

c
(%)
3.6
3.3
3.4
12.1
13.5

Tab. 1 – Performance of the seed detection. This Table shows the performance of the
various methods used to detect seeds in publicly available programms. All these programms were
used to detect ”all” seeds having their length L ≥ Lmin . The number of seeds detected by reputer,
V macth and repseek are identical and were therefore reported only once. The accronyms used
in Table 1 are the following. mem : memory usage (in Mbytes) ; cpu : CPU time (in minutes and
seconds) ; n : number of detected repeats (direct and inverted repeats pooled together) ; c : percent
of chromosome covered by the repeats. Results shown here were performed on a Intel-Linux server
(bi-processor, 1.7 GHz, 1 GBytes).1 Myge : Mycoplasma genitalium (genbank, L43967) ; Esco :
Escherichia coli (genbank, U00096), Melo : Mesorhizobium loti (genbank, NC 002678.1) ; Cael
n : chromosome n of Caenorhabditis elegans (wormbase, WS134).

Seeds detection
We first compared our method to detect seeds to other programs : reputer [21], which
detects seeds using a suffix tree, FORRepeats [23], which detects seeds using a factor oracle,
and Vmatch (unpublished) that uses suffix arrays to detect seeds. The comparison of the
four methods (Table 1) highlights that FORRepeats is by far the fastest. However, this
heuristic misses so many seeds (up to 95%) that it cannot be compared directly to the
other algorithms. Since they are exact algorithms, repseek, reputer and Vmatch find a
concordant number of seeds. All three programs exhibit similar computation times. Even
though repseek and reputer do the detection with very similar memory usage, Vmatch uses
half of the memory (only the forward sequence is encoded into the suffix array). One may
note that the actual memory requirement of both reputer and repseek is about twice the
amount we mentioned before (i.e. 12N and 8N respectively). This is due to the fact that,
in order to detect the inverted repeats, both programs simply concatenate the primary
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sequence to its inverse complementary. As a corollary, all programs have similar memory
usage when only direct repeats are detected (data not shown). We are currently working
to half the memory need of KMR while detecting both direct and inverted seeds. It is
noteworthy to mention that seed detection in repseek can be skipped as long as a seed file
is given in input. This option, on one hand, speed up the process whenever extension of
the same seeds is needed more than once and, on the other hand, leaves the users free to
choose any other method than the currently implemented one.

Extending seeds into repeats
Table 2 and Table 3 summarize the computational resources and the number of repeats
detected by repseek for different bacterial and eukaryotic complete chromosomes. Repeats
were detected using both the ”statistics on seeds” (with Pseeds = 0.001) and the ”statistics
on repeats” (with Prepeats = 0.001).
Table 2 focus on the performance of the method to detect repeats within a sequence
using both statistics while the Table 3 reports results for repeats detection between two
sequences.
Chromosome
size
mem
(Mb)
(Mby)
Myge
0.58
9.96
Esco
4.6
79.6
Melo
7.0
120.8
Cael 3
13.8
236.6
Cael 5
20.9
359.2
name

Lmin
(bp)
23
24
26
27
28

statistics on seeds1
cpu
n
6s
1m00s
1m52s
1h21m
49m01s

213
6,882
2,104
199,124
213,374

c
(%)
5.2
6.6
8.1
21.5
24.5

Smin
28.99
31.01
31.97
32.96
33.51

statistics on repeats2
cpu
n
25s
3m18s
12m23s
6h16m
5h07m

244
14,820
7,504
963,823
1,063,021

c
(%)
7.5
12.3
17.9
27.9
33.2

Tab. 2 – Peformance of the detection within one sequence. The accronyms used in Table
2 are the same than Table 1. Results shown here were performed on a G4-MacOSX server (biprocessor, 0.9 GHz, 1.25 GBytes) using repseek with default parameters. 1 detect all seeds having
their length L ≥ Lmin and extend them into repeats (Lmin corresponds here to a probability
Pseeds = 0.001 on seed’s length). 2 detect all seeds having their length L ≥ 2/3 × Lmin , extend
them into repeats and filter out all repeats with their score S < Smin (Lmin corresponds here to
a probability Pseeds= 0.001 on seeds length and Smin to a probability Prepeats = 0.001 on repeats
score). 3 Same than in previous Table 1.

The memory usage is typically mainly dedicated to the seed detection step (compare
Tables 1 and 2). Comparatively, the extension step usually does not use more than 30
Mbytes (data not shown). However, we would like to mention however that when the
number of seeds/repeats is very large, their storage could sometimes outrange the memory
needed for seed extension (data not shown). Similar observations can be done for repeats
detection between two sequences.
As for computation time, most of it is spent in the seed extension process (compare
Tables 1 and 2). This computation time is not a simple function of the sequence length
but depends on the sequence redundancy as well (compare chromosomes 3 and 5 of C. elegans in Table 2 for instance). Nonetheless computation time for detecting repeats between
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chromosome 1 and 3 of C. elegans (Table 3) is on the same order of magnitude than the
time to detect repeats within chromosome 3 (Table 2).
The number of seeds and repeats found by repseek shows that during the seeds extension
process a lot of seeds actually give rise to the same final repeat (compare Tables 1 and 2).
This highlights the importance of removing seeds that would lead to the same repeat in
order to improve the efficiency of the method.
chromosomes
sizes
(Mb)
Myge-Mypn
0.58-0.82
Esco-Saty
4.6-4.9
Cael1-Cael3
15.1-13.8
names1

mem
(Mby)
17.7
126.0
390.3

statistics on seeds1
cpu
n
c1
(%)
13s
83 62.8
2m05s
2,013 66.3
1h07m 380,973 13.3

Lmin
(bp)
23
25
28

c2
(%)
45.1
63.3
12.6

Smin
29.57
31.77
33.75

statistics on repeats1
cpu
n
c1
(%)
37s
222 83.6
5m24s
4,220 72.8
9h22m
1,982,360 18.8

c2
(%)
62.6
69.3
19.1

Tab. 3 – Peformance of the detection between two sequences. The accronyms and computer used for results of Table 3 are the same than for Table 2.

1

same than in previous Tables.

Similarity vs. Homology
(b)

0.4

0.2
0
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Overall %identity

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2

20bp
25b
p
30bp

0.6

s = 5bp
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p
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Fraction of sequences (100bp)
having at least one seed of size s

Fraction of homologous matches

(a)
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90

100

Overall %identity

Fig. 5 – Size of seeds in homologous 100bp sequences. We artificially mutated a 100 bp
sequence up to different divergence. Each mutated sequence was aligned to the original (ancestral)
sequence by global alignment. We report here, as a function of the observed identity the percent of
identity between the two sequences, (a) the fraction of matches due to true homology –homologous
matches– and (b) the fraction of sequences that do contain a seed of a given size. In (a), if all
matches were due to true homology (and not chance), we would expect a straight line a f(x)=1.
In this graphic, we represent the median and the interval 0.5-0.95 of fraction of the homologous
matches. In (b), we looked for seeds of size L equal to 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 and 30 between the two
homologous sequences of 100bp.
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The main limitation of all algorithms of similarity matching based on a seed-based
approach, lies in their dependence on the initial seed size. The largest this size, the more
efficient is the algorithm, but the larger the risk of missing repeats. Since random DNA
sequences share 50%-55% of identity once aligned (data not shown), we investigated the
relationship between homology (i.e. identity by descent) and observed identity. To this purpose, we simulated the divergence of 100bp random sequences with bases in equal frequency
and where mutations arise uniformly by substitution and insertion/deletion with a ratio
of 10 substitutions per indel. Changes in this ratio provided little quantitative differences
(data not shown). The original and the mutated sequences are then aligned using global alignment [27]. Since we control the mutation process, we know exactly which matches in the
alignment actually are genuine matches that were not mutated during the process. Those
matches are called an ”homologous matches”. The analysis of 100 experiments shows that
below 60-70% of identity, we cannot retrieve information on homology using the sequence
alignment : at 60% of identity, only 4 matches out of 10 are homologous, the 6 other ones
are due to chance (because DNA has only 4 letters).
Using this experiment, we then evaluated the probability of finding a seed of size at
least s between two sequences of 100 bp as a function of their divergence (Figure 5). At
70% identity half of the 100bp repeats contained a seed of size of at least 10bp. Thus
we recommend using a ”small” minimum length (as small as 10bp) if one is interested in
detecting such old divergent repeats. On the other hand, at 90% identity, half of the 100bp
repeats contain 25bp seeds. Thus if one is only interested in recent repeats, we recommend
using a ”larger” minimum length (e.g. 20-25bp).

Sensitivity/Sensibility
C. elegans chromosome
name
size # families
(Mb)
(> 100bp)
I 15.08
297
II 15.28
300
III 13.78
275
IV 17.49
301
V 20.92
328
X 17.72
260

Lmin
27
27
27
28
28
28

statistics on seeds1
detected families
≥ 50% elts ≥ 80% elts
0.70
0.39
0.66
0.40
0.67
0.40
0.61
0.36
0.66
0.33
0.58
0.25

Smin
33.07
33.05
32.96
33.36
33.51
33.32

statistics on repeats1
detected families
≥ 50% elts ≥ 80% elts
0.89
0.70
0.86
0.65
0.88
0.74
0.88
0.66
0.91
0.70
0.82
0.56

Tab. 4 – Ability to retrieve large annotated repeated elements. This table shows the
fraction of the families of so-called ’repeated elements’ (as defined by Repeat Masker) that is
detected by repseek. The fraction is given for the families where 21 (or 54 ) of all elements are
detected and related by a two-by-two relationship to the other elements of the families. 1 Same
than in previous Tables.

As a biological control, we used the sequences annotated as ”repeated” by RepeatMasker [34] in the genome of C. elegans (wormbase version WS132). For each chromosome, we
computed the number and the localization of all repeats using both statistics. To check
whether repseek was able to retrieve the so-called repeated elements families, we used the
output of repseek to construct families of repeated elements by a transitive naive approach.
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If two pairs of repeats (remember that repseek only output maximal pairs) overlap for at
least 50% of their copies, they are pooled together in the same family. At the end, we
compared our families with the families of CeRep elements annotated by RepeatMasker
(of at least 100bp and with more than one copy on the same chromosome). Results (Table
4) show that, if repeats statistics is used, we were able to retrieve most of the families of
repeated elements. We considered a CeRep family to be retrieved when 80% of its elements
were located in sequences belonging a same repseek family. We also report results when
a CeRep family was completed at 50%. Results confirm the intuition that the lower the
minimum seed length, the higher of the number of reconstructed families (compare results
from both statistics).
C. elegans chromosome

I
II
III
IV
V
X

size
15.08
15.28
13.78
17.49
20.92
17.72

Lmin
27
27
27
28
28
28

Smin
34.44
34.38
34.34
34.87
34.94
34.76

statistics on seeds1
CeRep
No annotation
repeated
single
repeated single
0.12
0.03
0.10
0.75
0.10
0.02
0.12
0.76
0.12
0.03
0.09
0.76
0.09
0.03
0.11
0.77
0.11
0.02
0.14
0.73
0.06
0.03
0.05
0.86

statistics on repeats1
CeRep
No annotation
repeated single
repeated single
0.14
0.01
0.15
0.70
0.11
0.01
0.17
0.71
0.14
0.01
0.13
0.72
0.11
0.01
0.16
0.72
0.13
0.01
0.20
0.66
0.08
0.01
0.08
0.83

Tab. 5 – Ability to retrieve large annotated repeated elements. This table displays
how the chromosomal sequence is distributed between the annotated repeated elements (CeRep
defined by RepeatM asker) and the sequences that can be label as repeated using repseek. This
Table highlights that half of the repeated elements are not detected using a method based on
known repeated elements (i.e. RepeatMasker). 1 Same than in previous Tables.

C. elegans
chr.
I
II
III
IV
V
X

Non-repeated region
intergenic
intronic exonic
0.394
0.304
0.302
0.456
0.258
0.288
0.415
0.286
0.299
0.491
0.269
0.24
0.494
0.233
0.274
0.538
0.253
0.209

annotated repeats (CeRep )
intergenic
intronic exonic
0.436
0.557
0.007
0.551
0.436
0.013
0.442
0.54
0.017
0.581
0.414
0.005
0.553
0.436
0.011
0.662
0.316
0.022

repeats found by repseek only
intergenic
intronic exonic
0.355
0.422
0.224
0.391
0.295
0.314
0.372
0.447
0.182
0.475
0.272
0.253
0.381
0.233
0.386
0.548
0.216
0.236

Tab. 6 – Localization of repeated sequences relative to genes. This table displays where
are located i) non-repeated sequences, ii) sequences annotated as repeated by RepeatMasker or
iii) by repseek only (see Table 5).

Interestingly, we also computed the fraction of the different chromosomes that were
spanned by the repseek repeats in relation with the fraction of the chromosomes spanned
by annotated repeated elements (CeRep as defined by RepeatMasker). Results (Table 5)
shows that not only most of the annotated elements are located in sequences characterized
as repeated by repseek, but that only a half of the sequences we found repeated are annotated by RepeatMasker. This shows that we are able to unravel previously uncharacterized
repeated regions solely based on their redundancy on the same chromosome. To further
characterized where those newly detected repeats are located, we compared their position
to the exonic, intronic and intergenic region. Results (Table 6) shows that whereas repeats
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already characterized by RepeatMasker are almost excluded from coding sequence, those
previously uncharacterized repeats span the whole chromosome sequence. ”Exonic” repeats
may be related to duplicated genes, but ”intergenic” and ”intronic” ones are certainly new
repeated elements that can be further investigated –although low-copy generic repeats in
eukaryotes have been previously studied (see for example [4, 38])–.

5

Concluding remarks

We propose a simple and fast method to detect seeds and repeats within or between
two large DNA sequences. The major interest of the program is its capacity to find large
degenerate repeats on a meaningful statistical framework. As for approximate repeats, we
show that the memory consumption remains modest, therefore allowing large sequences
to be processed. The computation times do not simply depend upon the length of the
sequences but also upon their internal redundancy. Nevertheless they remain acceptable
even for long sequences. The most important parameter of the method is the minimum
seed length used in the first step. The value of this parameter depends upon the kind of
repeats (old or recent) that are searched for. In order to help the user setting this parameter
properly, we performed several simulations and comparisons to biologically relevant repeats.
These results indicate that the default minimum length, as defined by the Karlin-Ost
statistics, is acceptable for recent repeats but not for older (more divergent) repeats. In
this latter case, a shorter seed length should be used and the statistics proposed by KarlinAltschul is more appropriate. This statistics has, in theory, not the drawback of a minimum
seed size algorithm, though to stay in acceptable computation time, one need to choose a
not too small seed size. All the C sources of repseek are publicly available and users are
more than welcome to improve them or add new options that could be incorporated in
forthcoming releases.
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